General
Water Jetting Accessories

General Information
Using the right accessory will get the best from your pump. Hughes Pumps manufacture some accessories & source others from World leading specialist manufacturers to ensure you have the optimum set up.

We can recommend accessories to ensure you have maximum power at the nozzle with minimal losses. Losses through undersized or hoses that are too long &/or poor quality nozzles can drastically reduce your cleaning/cutting power.

We can specify hand held jetting guns or flexible lances for simple manual cleaning tasks right through to automatic 5 lance heat exchanger bundle blasters, hydrodemolition robots & PLC controlled robotic cleaning solutions.

In all cases safety is paramount & where practical, Hughes Pumps recommend the use of automated systems to keep the operator away from the water jet, making the application safer, faster & more efficient. More specific accessory information can be supplied on request.

Accessories for surface cleaning & cutting
- HP hoses, shrouds & restraints
- Dump & dryshut jetting guns
- Fanjet & roundjet nozzles
- Self-rotating gun nozzles
- Underwater zero thrust guns
- Abrasive blasting nozzles
- Air driven guns & tumble boxes (3000bar)

Accessories for pipe cleaning
- Dump & dryshut foot control valves
- Flexible lances
- Tube cleaning nozzles (fixed & spinning)
- Hose feeders
- Rotocar for cleaning long pipes with multiple bends

Miscellaneous
- Automatic tank cleaning nozzles
- Abrasive cutting systems
- Tube bundle blasters (internal & external)
- Hydrodemolition robots
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In line with the Company’s policy of research and development, alterations in design, dimensions and appearance are incorporated from time to time in order to ensure that important developments are included at the earliest opportunity. The Company, therefore, reserves the right to alter design, dimensions etc without notice.